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The advantages of groups over individuals in complex decision-making have long inter-

ested scientists across disciplinary divisions. Averaging over a collection of individual

judgments proves a reliable strategy for aggregating information, particularly in diverse
groups in which statistically independent beliefs fall on both sides of the truth and

contradictory biases cancel. Social influence, some have said, narrows variation in indi-

vidual opinions and undermines this wisdom-of-crowds effect in continuous estimation
tasks. Researchers, however, neglected to study social-influence effects on voting in dis-

crete choice tasks. Using agent-based simulation, we show that under voting—the most
widespread social decision rule—social influence contributes to information aggregation

and thus strengthens collective judgment. Adding to our knowledge about complex sys-

tems comprised of adaptive agents, this finding has important ramifications for the design
of collective decision-making in both public administration and private firms.

Keywords: Aggregated judgment; opinion dynamics; social influence; truth tracking; wis-

dom of crowds.

1. Introduction

Groups typically outperform individuals in problem-solving tasks. A team can pull

together greater cognitive resources to achieve a desired outcome and it is like-

lier that someone in a group of several members will discover an accurate solution

[1]. In situations of aggregated judgment (e.g. taking the mean over N individual

guesses), groups can even outperform their best members [2–4]. Research on “swarm

intelligence” [5, 6] and the “wisdom of crowds” [7, 8] capitalizes on such phenom-

ena and investigates the advantages of groups over individuals in making complex

predictions.
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The mechanics of crowd wisdom are simple: When predicting an unknown out-

come, the average over a collection of independent judgments represents the truth

more closely than the typical individual belief. With increasing group size, individ-

ual opinions are likely to fall on both sides of the truth, permitting aggregation to

cancel out contradictory biases, thereby improving collective accuracy [9, 10].

Conventional knowledge has it that social influence (i.e. being informed about

others’ judgments) undermines the wisdom-of-crowds effect. The great potential of

aggregated judgment, it claims, relies on the combination of members’ independent

[7] or negatively correlated judgments [8]. Assimilative social influence [11–13], in-

stead, narrows the variation of beliefs, disallowing individual judgments “bracketing

the truth” [4]. Overlaying group members’ beliefs with a common signal reduces di-

versity and, by limiting the spread around the true value, may compromise group

judgments. Laboratory experiments have confirmed these arguments showing that

social influence reduces group diversity and falsly implies confidence in group de-

cisions [14, 15]. This result corresponds to notions of “groupthink” [16], “group

polarization” [17], and the blind imitation of others leading to unintended conse-

quences of social conformity [18–20]. Other works added more nuance, showing that

the magnitude and even the direction of social-influence effects on aggregated judg-

ment depend on the kind of social information delivered [21, 22], the composition

of groups [23], the underlying network structure [24], and the definition of collective

accuracy itself [25].

Going beyond the exisiting literature, we focus on crowd wisdom situations of

discrete choice. We demonstrate that social influence’s consequence is subject to

strong moderation by the specific aggregation rule used to determine a group deci-

sion. We use agent-based simulations to compare social-influence effects on collec-

tive accuracy under two aggregation rules: averaging and plurality vote. Each social

decision function represents a different type of predictive task: Averaging refers to

predictions of a specific value from a metric scale, calculated as the mean over group

members’ cardinal “evaluations” [2, 7]. A continuous task entails, for example, the

decision on a tax rate that maximizes governmental revenues. Voting, on the other

hand, refers to discrete tasks and thereby rests on the mode of members’ nominal

“choices” from a set of alternatives [26, 27]. An example choice task entails the

decision which assets or flows an administration should tax in order to maximize

revenues. Unlike averaging, voting does not allow for direct cancelation of individ-

ual error on the grounds of bracketing the truth. Understanding the consequences

of social learning in choice tasks is important because of voting’s ubiquity in both

public administration and the private sector. This ubiquity stands in stark contrast

to the infrequent, yet highly researched, use of the averaging principle.

Diverging from existing approaches in crowd-wisdom research we designed our

framework for direct comparison of voting and averaging strategies. Because this

compounds direct reference to prior findings, our framework includes two crucial

touchstones linking our results to prior evidence: First, we show that averaging leads

to more accurate group judgments than voting—a finding that is scarcely new but
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validates our testbed [27, 28]. Second, we evaluate the social-influence effect on

voting outcomes under conservative testing conditions which impede crowd wisdom

for averaging. Hence, we use the widely-studied case of averaging as a benchmark

to evaluate the performance of voting strategies under social influence. While we

show that averaging always trumps voting, even after social learning, we address

the crucial question how one can improve voting strategies which form the basis of

most group decisions in democratic societies.

Our analysis shows that social influence proves advantageous for collective ac-

curacy of voting groups under the same parameter conditions that generate unde-

sirable outcomes under averaging. We then identify the mechanism responsible for

this result: Social influence improves precision on the individual level because far-off

agents can revise their misjudgments after learning from others. Individual judg-

ments move closer to the true value but, under averaging, individual improvements

do not make up for the loss in predictive diversity and thus fail to improve accuracy

on the group level. Voting, which only considers members’ nominal choices from

discrete alternatives, relies far more on individual precision. Judgment ability is

crucial to a group’s gravity toward the truth because—unlike averaging—plurality

vote does not allow for error cancelation by bracketing the truth. Minimizing the

risk that misinformed agents dominate voting outcomes, social learning adds to

collective accuracy in discrete choice tasks. This result is remarkably robust to

variations in the task environment, agent characteristics, and the specific social-

influence regime. Boundary conditions include the following of incompetent leaders

and the breakdown of social influence to purely observational learning.

2. Simulation Approach

Models of social influence typically initialize opinion dynamics by randomly placing

interacting agents along an attitude continuum [11, 12, 29–31]. We depart from this

canonical approach because we are interested in groups’ capacity for “tracking the

truth” [32–34], which requires that we introduce a criterion which we commission

our agents to approximate. We thus need a mechanism to produce both a criterion

(the “truth”) and a distribution of individual estimates. We rely on Brunswik’s

[35] lens model as a plausible representation of agents’ predictive behavior. The

model conceptualizes individual judgment as a linear combination of multiple cues

providing probabilistic information on a criterion’s value (Fig. 1).

Although the lens model is unlikely to provide full understanding of human

judgment, it permits direct comparison of aggregation rules [28, 36] and testing

of their sensitivities to social influence. Most importantly for this application, the

lens model allows us to analytically separate agent characteristics (i.e. the inter-

nal representation of the problem at hand and the heuristics used for finding an

individual solution) from the process of social interaction itself. This permits a

broader conceptualization of agent types moderating the strength of social influ-

ence in dyadic interaction (see subsection 2.4) and avoids the perfect confounding
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Figure 1: Simulation approach.
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represent a few special cases of collective judgment. We set parameter ranges at plausible
real-world intervals (Karelaia and Hogarth 2008 provide reference values from psychological
research). With this calibration of our simulation’s behavioral core, we closely reproduce
findings on real human judgment (see the pilot for details on the baseline setup).

In the first step, our simulation consists of three components: a task environment, a pool
of agents, and an aggregation rule:

• The environment provides a criterion Q for several alternative choices k = 1, 2, ..., K

(e.g., the future price of K stocks) and a set of probabilistically related cues Ck (e.g.,
a firm k’s profits, innovativeness, and market position). The task entails individual
selection of the superior alternative (maxk(Qk)).

• Agents receive multiple cues which they combine to provide an individual estimate of
the criterion Q̂i for each alternative k. Agents differ in how precisely they perceive
cues (cik) and how apt they are in combining them (using individual weights wi).

• We randomly draw agents to create groups of size N = 10 and apply averaging and
plurality vote to aggregate members’ judgments into a single group solution.

In the case of averaging, each member i feeds individual estimates Q̂ik for all alternatives
k into aggregation. For each alternative we then average individual estimates over N group
members ( 1

N

∑N
i=1 Q̂ik = Sk). The group solution is the alternative with the highest mean

(maxk(Sk)). Under voting, each agent casts one binary vote Vi into aggregation, indicating
the alternative she evaluates most highly (if Q̂ik = maxk(Q̂ik), then Vi = k). The mode
of individual votes (modk(Vk)) represents the group solution. Note that this setup permits
direct comparison of both aggregation rules, because in both scenarios the group decision is
calculated from the same individual estimates Q̂ik.

After implementing this first step, group judgments indicate collective accuracy yielded
without social influence (the control). We then introduce social influence, letting each agent
i interact with one random member j of her group. We iterate this process of social learning,
where at each iteration t each agent interacts with another random group member. We plan
to introduce alternative matching schemes such as selective matching based on individual
similarities (homophily) or others’ status (cumulative advantage) in additional analyses (see
section 4).

3

Fig. 1. Simulation approach. The environment provides a criterion Q for several alternatives k =

1, 2, ...,K and, for each k, a set of probabilistically related cues Ck. Agent i combines perceived

cues into an estimate of the criterion’s value Q̂ik. In dyadic interactions over time t = 1, 2, ..., T
agents then learn about other group members’ estimates to revise their original judgments.

of judgment ability and underlying agent characteristics. This framework, further,

permits taking into account a wide range of parameter values including the overall

task environment, agent characteristics, and different variants of social influence.

The testbed thus allows general analyses and, unlike most laboratory designs, does

not only represent a few special cases of aggregated judgment.a

2.1. Environment and Agents

The environment provides a criterion Qk for several alternatives k = 1, 2, ...,K

and a set of probabilistically related cues Ckl with l = 1, 2, ..., L. As an example,

alternatives could be policy choices, the criterion their respective social welfare, and

a cue a policy’s performance in a small-scale field intervention. We set the number

of alternatives to K = 10 and distribute the criterion’s true values normally across

alternatives (Qk ∼ N (µ, σ)). We set the number of cues to L = 3. Each cue—

weighted by a factor βl—correlates linearly with the criterion:

Qk = β1Ck1 + β2Ck2 + β3Ck3 + uk. (1)

Eq. 1 captures ecological predictability (i.e. the degree to which one can calculate the

criterion from available cues). Cue validity decreases as the error term uk grows. The

optimal function’s model determination (R2) thus provides an (inverse) measure of

task difficulty.

Agents’ task entails individual selection of the superior alternative

(argmaxk(Qk)). As Qk is unobservable to agents, they rely on noisy information

from multiple cues. To capture differences in perspectives (i.e. how precisely agents

perceive cues), we add an agent-specific error eikl ∼ N (µ, σ) to cue perception.

aKeuschnigg and Ganser [36] provide a more detailed description of the basic simulation setup and

a systematic variation of underlying model parameters. Their study, however, focuses on nominal
groups without social interaction.
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Perceived cues thus derive from cikl = Ckl + eikl. Agents, further, differ in heuris-

tics (i.e. how apt they are in combining cues to approximate the accurate weights

βl). We assign each agent some degree of individual misweighting, adding random

heuristic error vil ∼ N (µ, σ) to the optimal weights. Hence, wil = βl + vil. Agents

then combine perceived cues to provide an individual estimate of the criterion Q̂i

for each alternative k:

Q̂ik = wikcik1 + wi2cik2 + wi3cik3. (2)

2.2. Parameter Settings

We chose normally distributed cues with expected value 0 and standard deviation

20 (Cl ∼ N (0, 20)) and calculate the criterion Qk from .5C1 + .3C2 + .2C3 +u. Rep-

resented by Eq. 1’s model determination, average task difficulty across simulation

runs equals R2 = .80.

We consider agents to be knowledgeable about the plausible interval of crite-

rion values. This implies that the standard deviations of agent-specific errors of

perception and weighting do not exceed the standard deviation of Cl and the true

values of βl respectively. Hence, we set eikl ∼ N (0, 15) and vi1 ∼ N (0, .35); vi2 ∼
N (0, .20); vi3 ∼ N (0, .15).

With this setting of baseline parameters, on average 37.7% of our agents find the

correct solution autonomously. Most importantly, we closely approximate findings

from experiments on human judgment in the lens model tradition: Karelaia and

Hogarth [37], presenting a meta-analysis of 86 studies, report a mean correlation

between the criterion Qk and individual estimates Q̂ik of .56 (while mean environ-

mental predictability in these studies is .81). In our setup, mean achievement is

.57.

2.3. Aggregation Rules

We draw agents at random to create groups of size N = 10 (without replacement)

and apply averaging and plurality vote to aggregate members’ judgments into a

single group solution. In the case of averaging, each member i feeds individual

estimates Q̂ik for all alternatives k into aggregation. For each alternative, we then

average individual estimates over N group members ( 1
N

∑N
i=1 Q̂ik = Sk). The group

solution is the alternative with the highest mean (argmaxk(Sk)).

Under voting, each agent casts one binary vote Vi into aggregation, indicating

the alternative she evaluates most highly (if Q̂ik = argmaxk(Q̂ik), then Vi = k).

The mode of individual votes (modk(Vk)) represents the group solution. This setup

permits direct comparison of aggregation rules, because in both scenarios calculation

of the group decision utilizes the same individual estimates Q̂ik.
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2.4. Social Influence

After implementing these steps, aggregated judgment indicates collective accuracy

without social influence (the control). We then introduce social influence, letting

each agent i interact with one random group member j and revise her original

estimates. We iterate this process of dyadic social learning, in which at discrete

time steps t = 1, 2, ..., T each agent learns about the K individual estimates of

another random group member (with replacement). We set T = 20 to avoid an

unrealistically long interaction history.

In principle, we rely on the Deffuant model [29] to capture social influence on

individual estimates:

Q̂i(t+ 1) = Q̂i(t) + µ[Q̂j(t)− Q̂i(t)], (3)

with convergence parameter µ = 0.5. Agents thereby exchange arguments for each

alternative k and, after debating, interacting agents’ positions converge by the rel-

ative distance µ. In extension to the original model, however, we introduce more

realistic assumptions on agents’ readiness for social learning:

Table 1. Rules for asymmetric influence. Agents

weigh advice according to beliefs about their own
and others’ predictive ability s. Agent i adopts in-

teraction partner j’s estimates if si < sj (a); i and j

compromise if si = sj (c); i keeps her original judg-
ments if si > sj (k).

Alter j’s confidence s

low medium high

Ego i

low c,c a,k a,k

medium k,a c,c a,k

high k,a k,a c,c

Humans typically pay more attention to others if they are similar to themselves.

To accommodate “selective influence,” the original Deffuant model focuses on the

closeness of others’ judgment (bounded confidence) whereby j’s estimates are rele-

vant to the focal agent only if they are sufficiently close to i’s own beliefs. Instead of

such a confirmation bias [38, 39], however, we are interested in capturing homophily

[40, 41] and thus the increased impact of alter’s opinion if interacting agents belong

to a common type [42]. Our conceptualization of selective influence thus focuses

on in-group sources rather than the closeness of opinions. The lens-model approach

provides a straightforward operationalization of agent types: Agents belong to a

common type if they share perspectives and heuristics (i.e. if errors of perception

eikl and weighting vil positively correlate within interacting dyads). We measure

the pairwise similarity of agents as Hij = (ρe + ρv)/2 where ρe is the correlation

of perception errors and ρv the correlation of weighting errors. Only if Hij is larger
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than the median of pairwise similarities within each group, j’s estimate Q̂j is of in-

formational value for i. As a result, social influence is restricted to dyadic interaction

between same-type agents.

Experimental results on advice taking [15, 25, 43, 44] further indicate that, when

confronted with another’s judgment, individuals typically choose among keeping

their initial opinion, compromising with the other, and adopting the other’s opinion.

Compromises and adoptions are more likely when the other enjoys high esteem.

Humans thus weigh advice according to its source’s credibility [45, 46]. We introduce

such “asymmetric influence” grounded in agents’ beliefs about their own and others’

predictive ability.b Confidence in alter’s judgment might arise from her predictive

ability in the past or from ascriptive sources such as social status. Our measure of

confidence is based on the matching index G [37], i.e. the correlation of criterion

values predicted by the environmental function and the criterion values estimated

by agents at t = 0. To reflect uncertainty about egos’ and alters’ ability, we add a

normally distributed random error. Hence, we calculate confidence as s· = G· + e

with e ∼ N (0, σ). Within each group, we categorize agents into three subgroups

(low, medium, high) according to their relative confidence score. We assume agent i

to adopt j’s judgment if her self-confidence si lies below the confidence she ascribes

to alter (see Tab. 1). Hence, if si < sj , then Q̂i(t+ 1) = Q̂j(t) for each alternative

k. We further assume that i and j average their judgments according to Eq. 3 if

si = sj , and that i keeps her initial opinion if si > sj (then Q̂i(t + 1) = Q̂i(t)).

In our standard setup, we chose perceived confidence to be valid (i.e. we set the

random error’s standard deviation σ so that both si and sj correlate with actual

predictive accuracy at ρ = .8). Agents thus interact in a “kind” environment [47]

or, to put it differently, in a meritocracy where agents know about their own skills

and others’ perceived status is indicative of actual predictive ability.

3. Results

We base our results on 100 000 simulated groups g (i.e. one million agents). For each

simulation run, we created 100 groups containing ten members each. We repeated

our simulation for 1 000 runs. Over the runs we varied the environmentally optimal

function (Eq. 1) and individual errors of perception and weighting for generality

(see Tab. 2).

3.1. Group Outcomes

Decision-makers are most interested in whether a group finds a correct solution

or not. We thus use a dichotomous loss function Yg ∈ {0, 1} to measure col-

bBesides our motivation to increase realism, the introduction of asymmetric influence also has
a technical reason: In its original symmetric formulation, the Deffuant model does not allow for

evaluation of social-influence effects on aggregated judgment under averaging because a group’s

average opinion is invariant to social dynamics [29, 31]. We address this issue more closely in our
sensitivity analyses.
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Table 2. Simulation flow. We repeat steps 1–5 for 1 000 runs.

Step Calculation Distribution

1. Generate environment Qk = .5Ck1 + .3Ck2 + .2Ck3 + u Cl ∼ N (0, 20); u ∼ N (0, 8)

2. Generate 2 000 agents Q̂ik = wikcik1 + wi2cik2 + wi3cik3
with cikl = Ckl + eikl and wil = βl + vil

eikl ∼ N (0, 15); vi1 ∼ N (0, .35);
vi2 ∼ N (0, .20); vi3 ∼ N (0, .15)

3. Sample 100 groups 10 group members, without replacement
4. Simulate social influence Within each group

5. Compute group solution

for each interaction round

Averaging: argmaxk(Sk) with Sk = 1
N

∑N
i=1 Q̂ik

Voting: modk(Vk) where Vi = k if Q̂ik = argmaxk(Q̂ik)

lective accuracy. Under averaging, group g finds a correct solution Yg = 1 if

argmaxk(Sk) = argmaxk(Qk); otherwise Yg = 0. Under voting, a group solution

is correct if modk(Vk) = argmaxk(Qk); otherwise Yg = 0.c

Fig. 2 summarizes our group-level results, plotting the share of correct group

solutions over interaction rounds t. The initializing time step t = 0 serves as our con-

trol, representing group outcomes without social influence. Recall that only 37.7%

of our agents find the correct solution autonomously; aggregated judgment thus im-

proves decision-making substantively. The choice of aggregation rule, however, has

a profound impact on collective accuracy. Averaging leads to more accurate group

decisions than voting: At t = 0, 59.0% of groups arrive at a correct solution under

averaging, whereas under voting the same groups yield an accurate outcome at a

rate of 50.1%. Averaging considers more individual information (cardinal estimates

Q̂ik instead of binary votes Vi = k) and, unlike voting, effectively neutralizes over-

and underestimations. Under voting, error cancellation occurs only insofar as mis-

informed judgments are less likely to cluster on any particular wrong option, but

spread across alternatives. Prior simulation studies [28, 36] have shown the resulting

superiority of averaging over voting. This reproduction validates our testbed.

Introducing social interaction (t > 0) has negative consequences for collective

accuracy under averaging: Social influence causes an immediate monotonic decrease

in collective accuracy; the curve flattens out after about 15 iterations, leaving the

groups without further social-influence-induced change in collective accuracy. Af-

ter 20 rounds of dyadic interaction, the share of accurate groups decreased by 2.6

percentage points, amounting to a total effect of 4.4% less correct group solutions

(see inset). The negative consequence of social influence corroborates conventional

knowledge about the wisdom of crowds, according to which effective error cancela-

tion depends on independent judgments [7] and predictive diversity [8].

Understanding these results as a benchmark, we thus evaluate the social-

influence effect on voting outcomes under conditions which impede crowd wisdom

for the widely-studied case of averaging. Turning to the case of voting, it becomes

evident that social influence is beneficial for collective accuracy: After 20 rounds of

cWe code tied votes (i.e. group outcomes with more than one mode) as incorrect. See our sensitivity
analyses in section 4 for a continuous loss function.
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Fig. 2. Social-influence effect on collective accuracy. We display the share of correct groups over
rounds of dyadic interaction t for both aggregation rules. Time step t = 0 serves as the control,

representing group outcomes without social influence. The inset shows the relative change of the

share of correct groups over interaction rounds.

social interaction, the share of accurate groups increased by 2.3 percentage points

which, in turn, amounts to a total effect of 4.6% more correct groups (see in-

set). While group-level outcomes differ between aggregation rules by 8.9 percentage

points without social influence, social learning shrinks this gap to 4.0 percentage

points. This catch-up stands in stark contrast to conventional knowledge, stressing

the negative consequences of social influence on crowd wisdom.

3.2. Generative Mechanisms

We now reveal the underlying mechanisms linking individual-level consequences of

social influence to changes in collective accuracy. Fig. 3 summarizes the effect of

social influence on individual predictive error represented by the mean absolute

deviation of an agent’s individual estimate at iteration t from the true criterion

value over K alternatives: 1
K

∑K
l=k |Q̂ik(t) − Qk|. Clearly, social influence reduces

individual predictive error thus increasing the precision of individual judgments.

This effect is strongest for agents with low confidence si, who benefit most from
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social learning (see the Appendix for conditional effects). This result reproduces

experimental findings on advice-taking in humans [15, 25, 43, 44]. Consequently,

individual errors converge across confidence types over interaction rounds, driving

the aforementioned flattening of the social-influence effect on collective accuracy (cf.,

Fig. 2). Note that the point of convergence and the level of remaining individual

error depend on the calibration of the model. Hence, as in every simulation study in

which underlying parameter values are ultimately arbitrary, one must not interpret

results in absolute terms but only in relation to one another.
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Fig. 3. Social-influence effect on individual error. For each interaction round t, we measure indi-
vidual predictive error as agent i’s absolute deviation from the true criterion value. We display
mean absolute errors seperately for the three confidence types low, medium, and high.

Fig. 4 illustrates how individual reductions in predictive error translate to group-

level features. To demonstrate how social influence brings about the observed effects

on collective accuracy under averaging and voting, we introduce two novel indica-

tors. Neither concept serves as an alternative definition of collective accuracy but

demonstrates the mechanisms through which social influence brings about the ob-

served effect on collective accuracy in either continuous or discrete tasks. Under

averaging (Fig. 4A), increases in individual precision lead to a marked reduction in

predictive diversity. We quantify this “range-reduction” effect [14] based on the stan-
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dard deviation of individual judgments across group members (y-axis on the left).

To demonstrate the mechanism responsible for reducing crowd wisdom under aver-

aging, we make use of a novel indicator of “bracketing” (y-axis on the right): Let mg

be the number of agents who overestimate the criterion (Q̂ik −Qk > 0) and ng the

number of those who underestimate the criterion in a given group (Q̂ik −Qk < 0).
|mg−ng|

2 /N then indicates the share of group members who would have to switch

sides for perfect 50:50-bracketing. The indicator focuses on potential bias of indi-

vidual estimates but does not take into account estimates’ absolute deviation from

the true value. A value of .3, for example, indicates that 30% of group members

would need to move their judgments regarding alternative k to the other side of

the truth in order to secure perfect bracketing. Obviously, social influence limits

the range of individual opinions and thus impedes bracketing. Because of this loss

in predictive diversity, agents’ improved precision on the individual level does not

translate into increased accuracy on the group level. In the inset, we relate the share

of group members who would have to switch sides for perfect bracketing to groups’

predicted probability of finding the correct solution. The illustration clearly shows

how collective accuracy falters in groups with low bracketing.

Fig. 4B repeats a similar analysis for the case of voting. Voting relies far more on

individual accuracy than does averaging [36], and distributing incorrect choices away

from inferior alternatives is essential for collective accuracy. To demonstrate the

mechanism underlying the observed social-influence effect within voting groups, we

introduce a measure of “correctness and clarity” (CC ∈ [−1, 1]). Let a be the modal

vote share and b the vote share of the second most-frequently chosen alternative.

Correctness indicates whether the modal category indeed has the highest criterion

value (argmaxk(Qk)), and clarity refers to how strongly a group prefers a modal

category over the second-leading alternative. CC = a − b if the mode falls on the

correct alternative and CC = (a − b) × −1 if the mode is incorrect. If too many

votes cluster upon an inferior alternative, a group’s solution becomes less clear

(represented by small values of CC) and, eventually, incorrect (CC<0). We illustrate

the measure in Fig. 4B ’s insets using a hypothetical three-alternative example. Say

that alternative 1 is the correct solution. In the left inset, alternative 1 combines

60% of the votes, making it the modal category (a = .6), whereas the second-leading

category 2 unites 30% of votes (b = .3). With CC = .6− .3 = .3 the group outcome

is both correct and clear. In the right inset, alternative 1 combines 45% of votes

while alternative 2 is the mode with 50% of votes. With CC = (.5−.45)×−1 = −.05

the outcome is both incorrect and unclear.

As indicated by the curve in Fig. 4B, CC increases through social influence.

The opportunity to adjust individual judgments to others’ opinions minimizes the

risk that misjudgments will dominate voting outcomes. By revising continuous esti-

mates Q̂ik(t) before agents cast their binary votes Vik(t), assimilative social influence

transports the power of the averaging principle into voting. In effect, social influence

strengthens crowd wisdom under voting.
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Fig. 4. Consequences of social influence for averaging and voting. (A) Under averaging, agents’

improvements in precision reduce the variability between individual estimates. The y-axis on the
left displays the range-reduction effect in terms of standard deviations (SD). The y-axis on the right

illustrates that “bracketing of the truth” decreases as individual judgments increasingly cluster on

one side of the true value. The indicator builds on mg , the number of agents who overestimate the
criterion (Q̂ik −Qk > 0), and ng , the number of those who underestimate the criterion in a given

group (Q̂ik−Qk < 0):
|mg−ng|

2
/N indicates the share of group members who would have to switch

sides for perfect 50:50-bracketing. The inset relates bracketing to groups’ predicted probability of

finding the correct solution. (B) Under voting, the “correctness and clarity” (CC ∈ [−1, 1]) of

aggregated judgment increases through social influence: Correctness indicates whether the modal
category holds indeed the highest criterion value, and clarity refers to how strongly a group favors

a modal category over the second-leading alternative. CC = a− b if the mode falls on the correct

alternative and CC = (a − b) × −1 if the mode is incorrect. The insets illustrate our measure
for a three-alternative example: On the left, the correct alternative 1 combines 60% of the votes,

making it the modal category (a = .6), whereas the second-leading category 2 unites 30% of votes

(b = .3). With CC = .6 − .3 = .3 the group outcome is both correct and clear. On the right,
alternative 1 combines 45% of votes while alternative 2 is the mode with 50% of votes. With CC

= (.5− .45)×−1 = −.05 the outcome is both incorrect and unclear.

4. Sensitivity Analyses

We test the robustness of our overall result by introducing additional manipulations.

Our setup, first, permits variations of the task environment. Our result generalizes

to different task difficulties, numbers of alternatives, and group sizes as well as to

a continuous loss function (Fig. 5).

• In Fig. 5A, we directly manipulate task difficulty with a variation of cue

validity (Eq. 1). In additional runs, we first raise the standard deviation of

random error u ∼ N (0, σ) such that task difficulty increases as R2 of the

environmental function drops from .80 to .69. Second, we increase environ-

mental predictability to R2 = .90, yielding a less difficult task environment.

Our finding persists over both manipulations. As Fig. 5A further indicates,
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Fig. 5. Variations of the task environment. Our overall result generalizes to different (A) task

difficulties, (B) numbers of alternatives, and (C) group sizes as well as to a continuous loss function

(D). For the latter result, we calculate collective accuracy as a group’s mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE), which equals the absolute percentage difference between the best alternative’s

criterion value and the chosen alternative’s value. Insets show the shares of correct groups over

interaction rounds t.

relative improvements in collective accuracy under voting are most pro-

nounced for social learning in a difficult task environment: After 20 rounds

of dyadic interaction, the share of accurate groups increased by 5.4% for a

difficult task, whereas the increase is 2.8% for a simple task. For averag-

ing, in contrast, relative losses through social influence are largest in simple

tasks, for which, at the end of our simulation, we encounter 5.8% less correct

groups (as opposed to –4.0% for difficult tasks). The inset now indicates
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the percentage-point change in correct group solutions over rounds t.

• In Fig. 5B, we vary the number of alternatives from which the agents have

to choose. We test K=6 and K=14. This manipulation, again, moderates

social-influence effects differently for each aggregation rule: Under a lim-

ited choice set, social-influence effects reduce for averaging (–0.5% correct

groups) but increase for voting (+8.2% correct groups). Effect sizes revert

for a larger choice set. Still, our overall result—according to which social

influence strengthens crowd wisdom under voting—remains robust.

• In Fig. 5C, we vary group sizes. Voting gains more from social influence

in smaller (N=6) than in larger groups (N=30). Similarly, losses under

averaging are smaller for large than for small groups. Collective accuracy

crucially depends on the size of crowds (see inset), and group size is par-

ticularly important for voting. Note that for N=30 collective accuracy for

interacting voters almost catches up to levels found for averaging: After 20

rounds of dyadic interaction, the share of accurate groups differs between

aggregation rules by only 1.1 percentage points (see inset). This catch-up,

again, stands in stark contrast to conventional knowledge, stressing the

negative consequences of social influence on crowd wisdom altogether.

• In Fig. 5D, we replicate our finding based on a continuous loss function. We

chose mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), which equals the absolute

percentage difference between the best alternative’s criterion value and the

chosen alternative’s value. The scale-independent measure is canonical in

the forecasting literature [48, 49]. MAPE increases over interaction rounds

for averaging but decreases for voting. Our original result is thus indepen-

dent of the specific loss function employed.

Second, relying on established social-science findings on humans’ adaptive be-

havior, we introduce alternative variants of social influence for generalizability. For

each manipulation, our overall result remains robust (Fig. 6). These sensitivity anal-

yses also demonstrate that our main result can be obtained without homophily (Fig.

6B) and asymmetric influence (Fig. 6C).

• In Fig. 6A, we manipulate assignments of agents’ confidence. Humans typ-

ically overestimate their own abilities and, in the framework of opinion

dynamics, put higher weights on their own initial opinions. We implement

“overconfidence” [50, 51] using a relative increase of ego’s actual confidence

si over the perceived confidence of alter sj . The rules of asymmetric in-

fluence for an overconfident agent thus change according to Tab. 3. Our

implementation of overconfidence reduces agents’ readiness for social learn-

ing such that agents react only to relatively more confident others. Because

signals of others’ confidence remain valid, overconfidence accelerates the

positive social-influence effect under voting. By a similar mechanism, over-

confidence attenuates the negative consequences of social influence under

averaging. Results change, however, if confidence signals lose validity (see
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Fig. 6. Variations of the social-influence regime. Our overall result remains robust to the in-

troduction of (A) overconfidence (see Tab. 3 for the respective rules of advice-taking), (B) the

substitution of closeness of opinions for our specification of homophily, (C) symmetric instead
of asymmetric influence, and (D) cumulative advantage in advice-taking. In the latter specifica-

tion, we endogenize the attractiveness of others’ advice by conditioning the formation of beliefs

about alteri’s confidence on their popularity as a role model. Consequently, the influence of some
group members over a groups’ aggregated judgment increases in interaction rounds t (accurate =

a group’s best member; inaccurate = a group’s worst member). Insets show the shares of correct
groups over interaction rounds t.

Fig. 7A).

• In Fig. 6B, we substitute closeness of opinions for our specification of ho-

mophily. Individuals seek and interpret evidence in ways that are partial

to existing beliefs. We include “confirmation bias” [38, 39] by restricting
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Table 3. Rules for asymmetric influence with over-

confidence. Agents weigh advice according to be-

liefs about their own and others’ predictive ability
s. Agent i adopts interaction partner j’s estimates

if si << sj (a); i and j compromise if si < sj (c);

i keeps her original judgments if si ≥ sj (k). Adop-
tions and compromises are less likely due to overcon-

fidence.

Alter j’s confidence s
low medium high

Ego i
low k,k c,k a,k

medium k,c k,k c,k

high k,a k,c k,k

social influence to others whose judgments are close to the agent’s own.

This specification of selective influence is equivalent to the original formu-

lation of the Deffuant model [29]. Besides this manipulation, we maintain

our implementation of asymmetric influence according to Tab. 1. After 20

rounds of dyadic interaction, the share of correct voting groups increases

by 11.5%. Under averaging, this fraction drops by 4.4%. In effect, the share

of accurate group solutions differs between aggregation rules by only .5

percentage points (see inset).

• In Fig. 6C, we implement an inverse manipulation, keeping our original

specification of homophily but shutting off asymmetric influence. Now,

same-type agents’ positions converge regardless of ego’s and alter’s con-

fidence. Social influence, again, is beneficial for voting outcomes, raising

the share of correct groups by 15.7% at the end of our simulation. Under

symmetric influence, however, social interaction has zero effect on averag-

ing’s performance because a group’s average opinion remains invariant to

social dynamics (see also footnote c above).

• In Fig. 6D, we endogenize others’ attraction as role models. Human

decision-making often relies on strategies of social proof [52, 53], partic-

ularly in situations of uncertainty. An agent may confide in another only

if she has served as a role model for others. We include “cumulative ad-

vantage” [54, 55] by conditioning the formation of beliefs about alteri’s

confidence on their popularity as a role model: The more agents followed j,

the higher i’s perception of j’s predictive accuracy. As a consequence, j’s

influence over a groups’ aggregated judgment increases in t. Keeping our

standard setup except for this implementation of cumulative advantage, we

find that social-influence effects crucially depend on the predictive ability

of focal others. If role models exhibit high predictive ability (we equipped

each group’s best member with an individual advantage), social-influence

effects remain at the level of our standard setup: After 20 rounds of dyadic

interaction, the share of correct groups increases by 6.1% under voting but
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decreases by 8.5% under averaging. If role models instead lack accuracy

(we seeded each group’s worst member), aggregated judgment deteriorates:

At the end of our simulation, correct group solutions increase by 2.7% un-

der voting and decrease by 11.2% under averaging. Importantly for our

argument, voting still benefits from social influence even when role models

bolstered by cumulative advantage lack predictive ability.

Concluding this section, we identify the boundary conditions under which our

overall result vanishes and social influence also becomes detrimental to crowd wis-

dom under voting. This is the case if we change our confidence measure to correlate

negatively with actual predictive accuracy or if social influence no longer depends

upon argument exchange but reduces to purely observational learning.
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Fig. 7. Boundary conditions. (A) In a wicked environment, agents’ beliefs in their own and in

others’ predictive abilities correlate negatively with actual performance (ρ = −.8). Consequently,

agents misjudge their own and others’ predictive abilities and aggregated judgment suffers under
both averaging and voting. (B) Observational learning conveys less information than argument

exchange, and positive social-influence effects on voting outcomes reverse in an observable-actions-

scenario. Insets show the shares of correct groups over interaction rounds t.

Confidence is misleading if we substitute a “kind” for a “wicked” environment

[47]. In a wicked environment, agents’ beliefs in their own and in others’ predic-

tive abilities no longer correlate positively with actual performance. We thus leave

a transparent state of nature, in which ability has been observable, for a non-

meritocratic world in which perceived confidence ceases to indicate actual ability.

Technically, s now correlates with actual predictive accuracy at ρ = −.8, reflecting

novel judgment problems in which past experience is of little help, others’ pre-

dictive ability is highly opaque, or social status feeds on other sources than indi-
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vidual ability. In consequence, agents misjudge their own capabilities to come up

with appropriate judgments and, at the same time, follow the wrong leaders. Fig.

7A summarizes the concomitant negative effects of social influence for aggregated

judgment under both averaging and voting. After 20 rounds of dyadic interaction,

the share of accurate groups decreased by 31.2% under voting, and only 33.3% of

groups return a correct solution (see inset). This rate similarly drops by 30.4% for

averaging, leaving 39.6% of groups with a correct solution. Recall that 37.7% of our

agents find the correct solution autonomously. In absolute terms, social influence

in a wicked environment thus inhibits crowd wisdom in discrete choice tasks but

spares a small advantage for continuous estimation tasks.

So far, we modeled social influence based on exchanges of arguments (i.e. the

revealing of private signals Q̂i and Q̂j). Many group decisions, however, do not

allow for argument exchange, and many agents lack enough motivation to share

private information. In these instances, agents have to rely on observable actions

Vj for social learning. Because actions convey less information than private signals,

such social-influence regimes are prone to herd behavior [19, 56]. As a result, pos-

itive social-influence effects on voting outcomes cease under an observable-actions

regime (Fig. 7B). Now, social influence—just as under averaging—leads to lowered

collective accuracy. Voting’s loss to observational learning is substantial, reducing

the share of accurate groups by 8.6% at the end of our simulation. This finding is

in line with experimental evidence from Frey and van de Rijt [57] indicating that

voting groups find correct solutions less frequently if exposed to the popularity of

alternatives rather than to others’ estimates of intrinsic value. Still, even under ob-

servational learning—and unlike the voting performance in a wicked environment—

voting groups find correct solutions more frequently (45.8%, see inset) than agents

do autonomously (37.7%).

5. Discussion

Our analysis of crowd wisdom reproduces a common finding of modern-day social-

choice research: For collective accuracy in truth-tracking tasks, one should seek

aggregated judgment using averaging rather than voting [27, 28, 36]. Using cardi-

nal “evaluations” instead of nominal “choices,” averaging considers more individual

information and, unlike voting, effectively neutralizes over- and underestimations

of a criterion. Consequently, in finding accurate group solutions averaging trumps

voting. From our inclusion of repeated local interaction among otherwise isolated

decision-makers we derive further implications. Adding to our knowledge about

complex systems comprised of adaptive agents, these findings have important rami-

fications for designing collective decision-making in both public administration and

private firms.

To benefit from error cancellation under averaging, individual judgments are best

taken in isolation. The independence requirement for predictions on a metric scale is

a strong argument against the use of group discussions or interactive expert panels
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for aggregated judgment. Although social influence allows for individual learning,

improved accuracy at the individual level in our simulations could not compensate

for the group-level loss in predictive diversity. We do not claim originality in this

result, which a series of laboratory studies [14, 15, 24] have addressed. Instead, we

used it as a benchmark to evaluate social-influence effects on voting outcomes.

While our analysis demonstrates that averaging always trumps voting, even after

social learning, our primary concern lies in finding strategies that improve outcomes

of voting, the single most-important social decision rule in modern society. Voting’s

relative disadvantage to averaging minimizes under social influence. By granting

agents the opportunity to revise their initial judgments and thereby converge on

others’ opinions, assimilative social influence transports the power of the averaging

principle into discrete choice tasks. As a result—depending on the specific parameter

setting—collective accuracy under voting can approach levels almost as high as

under averaging. Hence, if forced to ubiquitous voting—which is often the case

in committees in both firms and public administrations—decision-makers should

receive opportunities to exchange their views and opinions, allowing each individual

to interact with as many others as possible. Against the fact that averaging sees

little use as an aggregation rule in practice, the widespread overgeneralization of

negative social-influence effects on crowd wisdom is thus surprising.

There are, however, important boundary conditions to our finding. For social

influence to strengthen voting outcomes, both transparency of others’ predictive

ability as well as the actual exchange of arguments proves highly relevant. On the

one hand, agents must receive precise perceptions as to the basis of their interaction

partners’ confidence. Agents’ following the wrong leaders offsets the benefits of social

influence. On the other hand, social influence adds to information aggregation only

if agents exchange opinions rather than merely follow others’ votes. A breakdown to

purely observational learning considers less individual information and is prone to

herd behavior. Consequently, we found a dramatic decrease in collective accuracy

in an observable-action scenario.

Collective decision-making thus needs careful design, a general insight that re-

lates our analysis to structured approaches to the aggregation of diverse opinions

within expert groups [58–60]. Focusing on truth-tracking, we took an epistemic per-

spective on group consensus [32–34] but left out important facets of social life, such

as individual preferences, strategic interaction, group polarization, and specific net-

work topologies [61–64]. Integrating those into the study of crowd wisdom under

voting is open to future research.
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Fig. 8. Marginal reduction in individual error over iterations t. Differentiated by confidence type

(low, medium, high) these graphs show i’s marginal improvement in precision (t to t+1) conditional
on the interaction partner j’s confidence.




